
Microsoft Office User
This ESL is from a secondary social studies methods class.  Note that the reflection is divided into the same three categories that the ESL assignment requests and this makes the reflection easier to follow.  This section address line 7 of the rubric, Reflection on Instruction.  The author is reflecting on what went well and what he could improve the next time in terms of what he planned for the lesson.  This teacher had the opportunity to teach the lesson twice and he talks about the differences between the classes and how he improved the lesson the second time he taught it.  Notice in the second paragraph the teacher has very specific strategies for how he would improve the lesson if he could change some things and do it again.  Mentioning these specific strategies earned him a 3 for line 7.  If he had named some professional development in the form of a specific resource then he would have earned a 4.  
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This section addresses the on-the-spot decisions that the teacher made and how the different classes reacted to the lesson.  Issues about classroom management would also go into this section, although this teacher didn’t mention any.  Notice again at the end of the first paragraph and much of the second paragraph he provides very specific things that he could do to improve the lesson.  Again, for this he earned a 3 on line 7.  
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Notice again the last paragraph in this section in which he talks about some strategies for improving this lesson.  
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This section addresses line 4 of the rubric, error patterns, and line 6 of the rubric, accurate representation of the results.  Notice how the error patterns for each question are easily seen in this format.  This earned a 3 for line 6 because he would need to include additional assessment data to earn a 4 (e.g. State Assessment, MAPS, Rigby, previous assessments in the subject, etc.)
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The first sentence helps the reader see the connections between the objectives and assessments, which is in line 3 of the rubric.  Explaining the relationship here and on the lesson plan makes those connections very clear.  The rest of the page is dedicated to addressing Line 4 (levels of performance/error patterns).  This section also addresses some of line 7, Reflection on Future Instruction, because he is thinking about how he could teach the lesson better so everyone would be more successful.  
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In this page he continued to address the error patterns and earned a 4 because he specifically talks about the challenges that particular students had.  He earned a 4 for line 8, Reflection on Future Instruction, because he provided specific ways that he could help these particular students in the future to be successful.  
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This lesson plan is not as detailed as some because he made a presentation with Nearpod.  I saw this lesson so I know what the Nearpod presentation looked like.  If the faculty member reading your ESL did not see the lesson in person, we recommend that you include the Nearpod, Prezi, PowerPoint, activity sheet, or instructions that you gave students so the reader has a clear sense of what happened.  The lesson plan is assessed with lines 1, 2, and 3 of the rubric.  
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This is a copy of the pre-assessment and post-assessment and it helps us with line 5 of the rubric, Ethical and Bias Free Assessment.  Note that they are the same so that the data is parallel.  You only need to include three samples, though he included more.  If you discuss some students’ error patterns it would be useful to include their work in your samples and then refer to it so the reader can see the patterns that you point out.  You should only use first names and you could further protect identity by re-naming the samples/discussion of work with Student A, B, and C.  


































